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on CPT. A consistent formulation that satisfies the Maxwell static electricity equation is presented so that the full coupling effect of the piezoelectric layer on the dynamic characteristics of the circular FGM plate can be estimated based on the free vibration results. The physical and mechanical properties of the FG substrate plate are assumed to be graded continuously in the thickness direction according to the power-law distribution in terms of the volume fractions of the constituents. The differential equations of motion are solved analytically for clamped edge boundary condition of the plate. By using of some mathematical techniques these differential equations are transformed to a sixth order ordinary differential equation and finally by implementing the operator decomposition method on this equation, three Bessel types of equations are obtained which can easily be solved for the plate deflection and the potential function. The detailed mathematical derivations are presented. In Numerical investigations, the emphasis is placed on investigating the effect of varying the gradient index of FG plate on the free vibration characteristics of the structure. The results are verified by those obtained from 3D finite element analyses.
Functionally graded materials
In a FG material made of ceramic and metal mixture, if the volume fraction of the ceramic part is represented by V c and the metallic part by V m , we have;
Based on the power law distribution [11] , the variation of V c vs. thickness coordinate (z) placed at the middle of thickness, can be expressed as;
We assume that the inhomogeneous material properties, such as the modulus of elasticity E and the density ρ change in the thickness direction z based on Voigt's rule over the whole range of the volume fraction [12] ; while Poisson's ratio υ is assumed to be constant in the thickness direction [13] as;
where subscripts m and c refer to the metal and ceramic constituents, respectively. After substituting V c from Eq. (2) into Eqs. (3), material properties of the FGM plate are determined in the power law form which are the same as those proposed by Reddy et al. [11] i.e.;
www.intechopen.com The cross section of a circular FGM plate with a piezoelectric layer mounted on its surface is shown in Fig. 1 . In most practical applications, the ratio of the radius to the thickness of the plate is more than ten, and the Kirchhoff assumption for thin plates is applicable, whereby the shear deformation and rotary inertia can be omitted. For such a structure, the displacement field is assumed as follows: 
Constitutive relations
where u z , u r and u θ are the displacements in the transverse z-direction, radial r-direction, and tangential θ-direction of the plate, respectively. It is also assumed that the poling direction of the piezoelectric material to be in the zdirection. A differential strain can be induced in case of applying external electric potential across the piezoelectric layer resulting in bending of the plate. The strain of the FGM plate and piezoelectric layer in the radial and tangential directions and the shear component are given by [14] where the superscript f represents the variable in the FGM structure; Two piezoelectric layers are attached to the FG plate and intended to be used as an actuator or sensor to determine the natural frequencies of a vibrating coupled plate,. There are several different models representing the input electric potential for such a piezoelectric layer. In this paper we decided to adopt the following Wang et al. electric potential function which is appropriate for free vibrations of proposed system [13] ;
where (, ,) rt ϕ θ is the electric potential on the mid-surface of the piezoelectric layer.
Based on Eq. (17), the components of electric field intensity E and electric flux density D is written as [15] :
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in which 33 Ξ , 11 Ξ are the dielectric constants. 
Governing equations

Case studies, results and discussions
We will solve above the relations in this section; the material parameters and geometries are listed in Table 1. www.intechopen.com Geometry(mm): r 0 =600 h f =2, h p =10 Table 1 . Material properties and geometric size of the piezoelectric coupled FGM plate [13, 17] 
Clamped circular piezo-coupled FGM plate
The boundary condition is given by 
() ()() ()() ( Tables 2 and 3 indicates that the amount of error between analytical and FEM results for the natural frequencies in FGM plate alone in the all vibration modes and for all values of g are less than the similar results for the compound plate. The obtained results in Table 3 indicate that by increasing the value of g, the frequency of system decreases in all different vibrational modes. Moreover, this decreasing trend of frequency for smaller values of g is more pronounced, for example by increasing value of g from 1 to 3 (~200%) the frequency of the first mode for the compound plate decreases by 1.23% but by increasing g from 3 to 9 (~ 200%) of the same plate and for the same mode, the frequency decreases by 0.66%. In order to see better the effect of g variations on the natural frequencies of the different plates, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 also illustrate these variations for the first and third mode shapes.
As it is seen from Figs. 2 and Fig. 3 , the behavior of the system follows the same trend in all different cases, i.e. the natural frequencies of the system decrease by increasing of g and stabilizes for g values greater than 7. In fact for g>>1 the FGM plate becomes a ceramic plate and the compound plate transforms to a laminated plate with ceramic core as a host plate.
Conclusion
In this paper free vibration of a thin FGM plus piezoelectric laminated circular plate based on CPT is investigated. The properties of FG material changes according to the Reddy's model in direction of thickness of the plate and distribution of electric potential in the piezoelectric layers follows a quadratic function in short circuited form. The validity of the obtained results was done by crossed checking with other references as well as by obtained results from FEM solutions. It is further shown that for vibrating circular compound plates with specified dimensions, one can select a specific piezo-FGM plate which can fulfill the designated natural frequency and indeed this subject has many industrial applications.
